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Content of rich text rich_text comments 7493 is undeniable that Kimezou no Yatiba, the work of Niyoharu Gotoke is the strongest quality comic of the time. A battle scene from the animated series. But beneath the fun and intense Kimezou, neither Yaiba also includes the lessons of wrestling that make the characters in history learn and
grow even stronger. Standard POP brings together 7 kimezou not Yaiba lessons that will wake you up to face all the obstacles that reappear in your life and prepare to embark on an eternal train to face the cruel beasts at once in the film. The movie: The Battle of the Trains to Eternity on December 9 Although Taro has just lost his family
at the hands of the beast, he tries to stay focused to stop Nessucco. A sister who turns into a monster who goes crazy. With the intention of returning to humanity. At that time, Kiyu, one of the nine pillars of the demon destroyer, immediately attacked Uzuko to save Tanjiro. Tangira bowed his head to ask Kiyu to spare his sister.  By a
smooth face, Keyu understands the pain of Tagigiro losing his family, but if he lets Taro's weakness eat his heart, he will be able to eat his heart. The goal of protecting your sister and finding a way to return her to humanity will never be successful. He said Tangero's weak decision was a furious one.  Stop pleading. If this approach, your
family will not be killed. You want to protect your sister? Why are you turning your back on me because of your weakness? Although Tanjiro's tenderness makes those around him love and admire him, but if his mind is only gentle and without the courage to face the enemy in front of (obstacles), Tandiro will not be able to protect his sister
(the target) and make her a human being, with Key's strong words, sending Tuiro and raising his own stick (obstacle) and standing here to help Štuco. Now that Tango is struggling with exhausting training, he will be able to do so. Mr. Lessonaki, successfully accept the skills. As a result, Kurkodaki gave Tanjo the final exercise. The giant
stone should be cut into two hemispheres. Kurkodaki will allow him to take part in the final Test of the Destroyer of the Beast.  Tango uses all the skills learned by Kurkodaki to cross the stone, but it cannot be cut into two hemispheres, causing it to begin to wear out and think it cannot cut the stone. A young man wearing a fox mask
appears and hits hard. Before we teach him a man's lesson. Move on. If you're still a man while there's a way forward, throw your energy out of it! after Tankiro defeated Sabito. Mikomo helped him. A young girl who wears a fox mask to practice her mentality while trying to beat Sabito. Despite the defeat, Tankiro faced Sabi at his best and
after half a year he managed to get out of his way. And, of course, if we're committed, we can capture these obstacles in two hemispheres. After Tango confronts the triplets and helps. Kasumi, one of the victims, succeeded, but Kasumi appears to be in shock at the tragic loss of her fiance.   Aniro, who has lost his family, understands the
taste of despair Cassumi faces. Mr. Kasumi, how much we have to lose, but we must continue, no matter how difficult, because of the difficult way of life, we must continue. We have always lost something important along the way, but the only way to overcome sadness is to accept and live an invaluable life, even if it is difficult to get to
Mount Atakuma. Theatosta This is a large beast that is suppressed, and the poison turns the body into a spider. But in a desperate time on Zenidus, a photograph of Mr. Gigoro, a former Asni pylon who preached swords for him, appeared in his mind, using a warm fist to hit his head in the past.  When you learn only one procedure, you
practice it to be qualified so that it can cry, you can run, but do not give up. Rest assured that the night of training as hell will certainly be good for you. If this is an opportunity, we have different poses that we can use to solve the situation before us, but if we know our own limitations that we are good at one process, it is not wrong. If we
are determined to practice the processes that we are good at on our own, we will be able to master them. You don't have to do as many poses as the others. Exercise is a process we can do better than anyone else because we have different good poses.  When the battle was over, Senitsu, who began to tolerate the poison and wounds
of the spider beast, could not withstand the venom and wounds of the spider beast. And once again, Master Gigoro's voice swirls to bring Zenitsu back.  You can't give up. Only a short sentence from Gigoro was transformed by Sonitsu to think about the teacher's teaching. And if he decides to die now, the Hope of the teacher who wants
to see himself strong is lost, and the intention to protect others must cease. Zenidzu is trying to concentrate and gather the wind to regain his life. So as not to disappoint the teacher who taught him: I can't give up. If you suffer and hurt, don't choose a convenient way. As Tankiro made his way to Rui, a fifth-grader, Uzuko jumped into the
attack instead of saving his brother's life. When Rui feels the strong bond of the two brothers in front of him, he is jealous that he cannot have the same report. In exchange for giving him a sister, Rui offered to spare Taro's life. Stop talking nonsense. This kind of connection to fear is not called family. Even if Nessuko's body becomes a
beast, the strong bond that Nesco and Tandiro have built since childhood is a major reason why they always stand by each other and help each other. If Rui has not given any love and trust from the spider family, because the relationship is woven only with fear, it is not unlike a thin spider web that can be broken even when the wind
blows.  Now that Taro and his friends have successfully trained to rehabilitate, it's time to embark on another mission. Anjiro came to thank Canao for his training partner, but in the meantime Canao took the coin to decide whether to speak to Tanjiro. Because no one asked her to talk to Tankiro Tango, who saw Canao's ambiguity. So he
took her coin to turn it around again. But even if the coin is out, he intends to keep going until the coin comes out because he wants Canao to leave the instructions to others and try to follow his heart. People are driven by their hearts. Picture: illustration: Pichamchu Wannasarn Curses: Pasinee Addpanpong, a former STANDARD intern
who is passionate about all the sciences and culture of Japan. People who are passionate about all the science and culture of Japan.
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